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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR EFFECTIVE TIME CONTROL OF TERMINAL TRIGGER MESSAGE

(57) A method for controlling effective time of a ter-
minal trigger message is disclosed. The method includes:
a mobility management unit receives a terminal trigger
message from a Machine Type Communication (MTC)
application server; and in a scenario of congestion con-
trol, the mobility management unit determines that a time
value of a back-off timer is longer than a time value of an
effective timer related to the terminal trigger message,

and reconfigures the time value for the effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message. A system for con-
trolling effective time of a terminal trigger message is
further disclosed. With the present disclosure, before the
back-off timer of a terminal expires, a network can re-
serve the trigger message to avoid an unsuccessful trig-
ger of the terminal, thus improving a success rate of trig-
gering the terminal.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of ter-
minal communication, and in particular to a method and
system for controlling effective time of a terminal trigger
message.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a structure of
a cellular wireless communication system. As shown in
Fig. 1, the cellular wireless communication system is
mainly composed of a Core Network (CN), a Radio Ac-
cess Network (RAN) and a terminal.
[0003] The CN is responsible for a transaction for a
Non-Access Stratum (NAS), such as terminal location
update, and is an anchor for a user plane.
[0004] The RAN includes a base station, or a base sta-
tion and a base station controller. The RAN is responsible
for a transaction for an access stratum (such as man-
agement of radio resources). There may be a physical
or logical connection between base stations according
to a practical situation, and each base station may be
connected to one or more other base stations and may
be connected to one or more CN nodes;
[0005] A terminal, i.e., a User Equipment (UE), refers
to any equipment which may communicate with a cellular
wireless communication network, such as a mobile
phone or a laptop.
[0006] A mobility management unit (a Mobility Man-
agement Entity (MME) or a Serving General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) Support Node (SGSN)) is a unit
which is located in the CN and is responsible for manag-
ing access control, position information update and
handover of the terminal. The MME or SGSN is respon-
sible for NAS signalling control from the CN to the termi-
nal and registering the terminal to a network.
[0007] A home subscriber information unit (a Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) or a Home Location Register
(HLR)) is an entity which is located in the CN and is re-
sponsible for storing identity information, authentication
information, authorization information and other informa-
tion of the terminal equipment. According to different sit-
uations, the HSS or HLR may be used to store the identity
information of a user and binding information of the user
and the terminal equipment, or only store the identity in-
formation of the user (the binding information of the user
and the terminal equipment may be stored by a gateway),
or directly store identity information of the terminal equip-
ment. The HSS or HLR is also responsible for a subscrip-
tion database of the user, and performing authentication
and authorization on the user. A service platform may
inquire user or terminal information from the HSS or HLR.
[0008] A Machine Type Communication Inter Working
Function entity (MTC IWF) is a connection entity between
a mobile communication network and an external public

network, which can implement protocol conversion, ad-
dress inquiring, information storing and other functions.
The IWF entity is connected to an application server ex-
ternally, and may be connected to the HSS/HLR or
MME/SGSN internally.
[0009] Generally, for some services, such as a moni-
toring and management system needing to acquire mon-
itoring data from a monitor terminal, a terminal needs to
be triggered by an MTC application server to establish a
connection of the terminal and the MTC application serv-
er, so as to report required data. Then, after receiving a
trigger message from the MTC application server, the
terminal needs to be able to immediately response to
establish the connection of the terminal and the MTC
application server. At present, in order to satisfy a re-
quirement of the MTC application server for triggering
the terminal, in existing solutions, a trigger message is
sent to an HSS via a server, the HSS inquires the
MME/SGSN of a service terminal and sends the trigger
message to the MME/SGSN, then the MME/SGSN sends
the trigger message to the terminal through an NAS sig-
nalling, and the terminal establishes a connection of the
terminal and the server according to the trigger message.
[0010] In the existing solutions, the MME or SGSN may
reject an NAS request message initiated by a terminal
which is under congestion control, and include a back-
off timer in a rejection message such that the terminal
cannot initiate any request until the back-off timer ex-
pires. However, since the existing network may remove
the corresponding terminal trigger message after an ef-
fective timer related to the terminal trigger message ex-
pires, before the back-off timer of the terminal expires
and after the effective timer related to the terminal trigger
message expires, the existing network may remove the
corresponding terminal trigger message, such that the
terminal fails to be triggered.

SUMMARY

[0011] In view of the above, the present disclosure is
intended to provide a method and system for controlling
effective time of a terminal trigger message, which is ca-
pable of improving the success rate of triggering the ter-
minal.
[0012] To this end, technical solutions of the present
disclosure are implemented as follows.
[0013] A method for controlling effective time of a ter-
minal trigger message includes that:

a mobility management unit receives a terminal trig-
ger message from a Machine Type Communication
(MTC) application server;

in a scenario of congestion control, the mobility man-
agement unit determines that a time value of a back-
off timer is longer than a time value of an effective
timer related to the terminal trigger message, and
reconfigures the time value for the effective timer
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related to the terminal trigger message.

[0014] After the mobility management unit reconfig-
ures the time value of the effective timer related to the
terminal trigger message, the method may further include
that:

the mobility management unit informs a relevant net-
work element to update the time value of the effective
timer related to the terminal trigger message.

[0015] After the mobility management unit receives the
terminal trigger message from the MTC server, the meth-
od may further include that: the mobility management
unit stores the terminal trigger message.
[0016] The mobility management unit reconfiguring the
time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message may include that: reconfiguring the time
value for the effective timer related to the terminal trigger
message such that the reconfigured time value of the
effective timer related to the trigger message is not less
than the time value of the back-off timer.
[0017] The mobility management unit may be a Mobil-
ity Management Entity (MME) or a Serving General Pack-
et Radio Service Support Node (SGSN).
[0018] The relevant network element may include one
or more of the followings: a home subscriber information
unit and an MTC Inter Working Function entity (MTC
IWF).
[0019] The home subscriber information unit may be
a Home Subscriber Server (HSS) or a Home Location
Register (HLR).
[0020] A system for controlling effective time of a ter-
minal trigger message includes: a receiving unit, a de-
termining unit and a configuring unit, wherein
the receiving unit is configured to receive a terminal trig-
ger message from an MTC application server;
the determining unit is configured to, in a scenario of con-
gestion control, determine whether a time value of a back-
off timer is longer than a time value of an effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message which is received
by the receiving unit; and
the configuring unit is configured to, when the determin-
ing unit determines that the time value of the back-off
timer is longer than the time value of the effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message, reconfigure the
time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message.
[0021] The system may further include an informing
unit configured to, after the configuring unit reconfigures
the time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message, inform a relevant network element to
update the time value of the effective timer related to the
terminal trigger message.
[0022] The system may further include a storing unit
configured to store the terminal trigger message after the
receiving unit receives the terminal trigger message from
the MTC application server.

the configuring unit may be configured to reconfigure the
time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message such that the reconfigured time value of
the effective timer related to the trigger message is not
less than the time value of the back-off timer.
[0023] The mobility management unit may be an MME
or an SGSN.
[0024] The relevant network element may include one
or more of the followings: a home subscriber information
unit and an MTC IWF.
[0025] The home subscriber information unit may be
an HSS or an HLR.
[0026] By means of the method and system for con-
trolling effective time of a terminal trigger message ac-
cording to the present disclosure, a mobility management
unit receives a terminal trigger message from an MTC
application server; in a scenario of congestion control,
the mobility management unit determines that a time val-
ue of a back-off timer is longer than a time value of an
effective timer related to the terminal trigger message,
and reconfigures the time value for the effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message. With the present
disclosure, before the back-off timer of a terminal expires,
a network can reserve the trigger message to avoid an
unsuccessful trigger of the terminal, thus improving a
success rate of triggering the terminal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a cel-
lular wireless communication system;

Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to the present disclosure;

Fig. 3 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;

Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure;

Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 3 of the present disclosure;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 4 of the present disclosure;

Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 5 of the present disclosure;
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Fig. 8 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 6 of the present disclosure;

Fig. 9 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 7 of the present disclosure; and

Fig. 10 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ef-
fective time of a terminal trigger message according
to Embodiment 8 of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] A mobility management unit receives a terminal
trigger message from an MTC application server; and in
a scenario of congestion control, the mobility manage-
ment unit determines that a time value of a back-off timer
is longer than a time value of an effective timer related
to the terminal trigger message, and then reconfigures
the time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message.
[0029] Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method for controlling
effective time of a terminal trigger message according to
the present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 2, the method
includes:

Step 201: A mobility management unit receives a
terminal trigger message from an MTC application
server.

[0030] Here, the mobility management unit may be an
MME or an SGSN.
[0031] Generally, after the MTC application server
sends the terminal trigger message to the mobility man-
agement unit, the mobility management unit may store
the terminal trigger message.
[0032] Step 202: In a scenario of congestion control,
the mobility management unit determines whether a time
value of a back-off timer is longer than a time value of an
effective timer related to the terminal trigger message. If
the time value of the back-off timer is longer than the time
value of the effective timer related to the terminal trigger
message, then Step 203 is performed; otherwise, the ex-
isting flow is performed.
[0033] Step 203: The mobility management unit recon-
figures the time value for the effective timer related to the
terminal trigger message.
[0034] Here, when the time value of the back-off timer
is longer than the time value of the effective timer related
to the trigger message, the mobility management unit
locally reconfigures a longer time value for the effective
timer related to the terminal trigger message, the recon-
figured time value of the effective timer related to the
trigger message is not less than that of the back-off timer.
[0035] Step 204: The mobility management unit in-
forms a relevant network element to update the time val-
ue of the effective timer related to the terminal trigger

message.
[0036] Here, the relevant network element refers to a
network element which stores the terminal trigger mes-
sage, and the relevant network element may include but
be not limited to one or more of the followings: a home
subscriber information unit (an HSS or an HLR) and an
MTC IWF.
[0037] The MME/SGSN may inform the HSS/HLR
and/or the MTC IWF to update the time value of the ef-
fective timer related to the terminal trigger message.
[0038] Accordingly, the present disclosure further pro-
vides a system for controlling effective time of a terminal
trigger message. The system includes: a receiving unit,
a determining unit and a configuring unit, wherein
the receiving unit is configured to receive a terminal trig-
ger message from an MTC application server;
the determining unit is configured to, in a scenario of con-
gestion control, determine whether a time value of a back-
off timer is longer than a time value of an effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message; and
the configuring unit is configured to, when the determin-
ing unit determines that the time value of the back-off
timer is longer than the time value of the effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message, reconfigure the
time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message.
[0039] The system further includes an informing unit,
which is configured to, after the configuring unit recon-
figures the time value of the effective timer related to the
terminal trigger message, inform a relevant network el-
ement to update the time value of the effective timer re-
lated to the terminal trigger message.
[0040] The system further includes a storing unit, which
is configured to store the terminal trigger message after
the receiving unit receives the terminal trigger message
from the MTC application server.
[0041] The configuring unit is configured to reconfigure
the time value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message such that the reconfigured time value of
the effective timer related to the trigger message is not
less than the time value of the back-off timer.
[0042] The mobility management unit is an MME or an
SGSN.
[0043] The relevant network element includes one or
more of the followings: a home subscriber information
unit and an MTC IWF.
[0044] The home subscriber information unit is an HSS
or an HLR.
[0045] The technical solution of the present disclosure
is further elaborated below with reference to specific em-
bodiments.

Embodiment 1

[0046] In the embodiment, the MTC IWF and the HSS
may store a terminal trigger message. Fig. 3 is a flowchart
of a method for controlling effective time of the terminal
trigger message according to Embodiment 1 of the
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present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 3, the flow includes:

Step 301: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current serving MME
for the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 302: When the MTC application server needs
to acquire real-time data from the terminal, the MTC
application server sends a trigger message to the
MTC IWF. The trigger message includes an identifier
of the terminal, an identifier of an application, an ad-
dress of the server, effective time of a trigger indica-
tion and the like (here, the identifier of the terminal
is an external identifier used outside the network).

Step 303: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
HSS. The MTC IWF stores and resolves the trigger
message, reads the terminal identifier included in
the trigger message, looks up, according to the map-
ping table between the external identifier and the in-
ternal identifier stored in the local database, an in-
ternal identifier used in the network and correspond-
ing to the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, and looks up, from the mapping table be-
tween the internal identifier and the HSS stored in
the database, the HSS where the terminal is located
according to the internal identifier. After the HSS
where the terminal is located is found out, a new
trigger message is established, in which the external
identifier of the terminal included in the original trig-
ger message is replaced by the internal identifier of
the terminal, and the new trigger message is sent to
the HSS via trigger request signalling.

Step 304: When the terminal is registered to the net-
work, the HSS may store the current serving MME
for the terminal. After receiving and storing the trigger
message, the HSS looks up the serving MME for the
terminal from the locally stored information accord-
ing to the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, and sends the trigger message to the
MME via insert subscriber data signalling.

Step 305: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the HSS, the MME reads the trigger
message included therein, sets a trigger timer T1
locally, and compares the effective time value in the
trigger message with the current time value of the
back-off timer. If the effective time value is less than
the current time value of the back-off timer, then the
MME sets the value of the timer T1 locally according
to the current time value of the back-off timer, starts

up the timer, and meanwhile stores the terminal trig-
ger message.

[0047] Specifically, the time value of the timer T1 may
be set to be slightly longer than the current time value of
the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer than
the current time value of the back-off timer.
[0048] Step 306: Since the terminal is under conges-
tion control, the MME may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger message
until the terminal has established an NAS connection with
the MME when the back-off timer expires.
[0049] The MME sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the HSS via Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) signalling on a reference
point S6a (a reference point between the MME and the
HSS) to inform the HSS to update the effective time of
the terminal trigger message, wherein the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message includes the time
value of the timer T1 set by the MME.
[0050] Step 307: After receiving the SCTP signalling
from the MME, the HSS reads the trigger message ef-
fective-time update message included in the SCTP sig-
nalling, and updates the effective time of the terminal
trigger message with the time value of the timer T1 set
by the MME. Meanwhile, the HSS sends the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message to the MTC IWF to
inform the MTC IWF to update the effective time of the
terminal trigger message.
[0051] Step 308: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the HSS, the MTC
IWF updates the effective time of the terminal trigger
message with the time value of the timer T1 set by the
MME. Meanwhile, the MTC IWF sends the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message to the MTC appli-
cation server to inform the MTC application server to up-
date the effective time of the terminal trigger message.
[0052] Step 309: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the MTC IWF, the
MTC application server updates the effective time of the
terminal trigger message with the time value of the timer
T1 set by the MME.

Embodiment 2

[0053] In the embodiment, the HSS may store a termi-
nal trigger message. Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a method for
controlling effective time of the terminal trigger message
according to Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure. As
shown in Fig. 4, the flow includes:

Step 401: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current serving MME
for the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.
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Step 402: When the MTC application server needs
to acquire real-time data from the terminal, the MTC
application server sends a trigger message to the
MTC IWF. The trigger message includes an identifier
of the terminal, an identifier of an application, an ad-
dress of the server, effective time of a trigger indica-
tion and the like (here, the identifier of the terminal
is an external identifier used outside the network).

Step 403: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
HSS. The MTC IWF resolves the trigger message,
reads the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, looks up, from the mapping table between
the external identifier and the internal identifier
stored in the local database, an internal identifier
used in the network and corresponding to the termi-
nal identifier included in the trigger message, and
looks up, from the mapping table between the inter-
nal identifier and the HSS stored in the database,
the HSS where the terminal is located according to
the internal identifier. After the HSS where the ter-
minal is located is found out, a new trigger message
is established, in which the external identifier of the
terminal in the original trigger message is replaced
by the internal identifier of the terminal, and the new
trigger message is sent to the HSS via trigger request
signalling.

Step 404: When the terminal is registered to the net-
work, the HSS may store the current serving MME
for the terminal. After receiving and storing the trigger
message, the HSS looks up the serving MME for the
terminal from the locally stored information accord-
ing to the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, and sends the trigger message to the
MME via insert subscriber data signalling.

Step 405: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the HSS, the MME reads the trigger
message included in the insert subscriber data sig-
nalling, sets a trigger timer T1 locally, and compares
the effective time value in the trigger message with
the current time value of the back-off timer. If the
effective time value is less than the current time value
of the back-off timer, then the MME sets the value
of the timer T1 locally according to the current time
value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer, and
meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

[0054] Specifically, the time value of the timer T1 may
be set to be slightly longer than the current time value of
the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer than
the current time value of the back-off timer.
[0055] Step 406: Since the terminal is under conges-
tion control, the MME may not send the trigger message

immediately, but waits and sends the trigger message
until the terminal has established an NAS connection with
the MME when the back-off timer expires.
[0056] The MME sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the HSS via Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) signalling on a reference
point S6a (a reference point between the MME and the
HSS) to inform the HSS to update the effective time of
the terminal trigger message, wherein the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message includes the time
value of the timer T1 set by the MME.
[0057] Step 407: After receiving the SCTP signalling
from the MME, the HSS reads the trigger message ef-
fective-time update message included in the SCTP sig-
nalling, and updates the effective time of the terminal
trigger message with the time value of the timer T1 set
by the MME. Meanwhile, the HSS sends the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message to the MTC appli-
cation server to inform the MTC application server to up-
date the effective time of the terminal trigger message.
[0058] It is should be noted that the HSS may send the
trigger message effective-time update message to the
MTC application server via the MTC IWF. However, here,
the MTC IWF does not update the effective time of the
terminal trigger message according to the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message, but only sends the
trigger message effective-time update message.
[0059] Step 408: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the HSS, the MTC
application server updates the effective time of the ter-
minal trigger message with the time value of the timer T1
set by the MME.

Embodiment 3

[0060] In the embodiment, the MTC IWF may store a
terminal trigger message. Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a method
for controlling effective time of a terminal trigger message
according to Embodiment 3 of the present disclosure. As
shown in Fig. 5, the flow includes:

Step 501: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current serving MME
for the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 502: When needing to acquire real-time data
from the terminal, the MTC application server sends
a trigger message to the MTC IWF. The trigger mes-
sage includes an identifier of the terminal, an iden-
tifier of an application, an address of the server, ef-
fective time of a trigger indication and the like (here,
the identifier of the terminal is an external identifier
used outside the network).

Step 503: A local database of the MTC IWF stores

9 10 
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a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
HSS. The MTC IWF stores and resolves the trigger
message, reads the terminal identifier included in
the trigger message, looks up, according to the map-
ping table between the external identifier and the in-
ternal identifier stored in the local database, an in-
ternal identifier used in the network and correspond-
ing to the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, and looks up, from the mapping table be-
tween the internal identifier and the HSS stored in
the database, the HSS where the terminal is located
according to the internal identifier. After the HSS
where the terminal is located is found out, a new
trigger message is established, in which the external
identifier of the terminal included in the original trig-
ger message is replaced by the internal identifier of
the terminal, and the new trigger message is sent to
the HSS via trigger request signalling.

Step 504: When the terminal is registered to the net-
work, the HSS may store the current serving MME
for the terminal. After receiving the trigger message,
the HSS looks up the serving MME for the terminal
from the locally stored information according to the
terminal identifier included in the trigger message,
and sends the trigger message to the MME via insert
subscriber data signalling.

Step 505: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the HSS, the MME reads the trigger
message included in the insert subscriber data sig-
nalling, sets a trigger timer T1 locally, and compares
the effective time value in the trigger message with
the current time value of the back-off timer. If the
effective time value is less than the current time value
of the back-off timer, then the MME sets the value
of the timer T1 locally according to the current time
value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer, and
meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

[0061] Specifically, the time value of the timer T1 may
be set to be slightly longer than the current time value of
the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer than
the current time value of the back-off timer.
[0062] Step 506: Since the terminal is under conges-
tion control, the MME may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger message
until the terminal has established an NAS connection with
the MME when the back-off timer expires.
[0063] The MME sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the MTC IWF to inform the MTC
IWF to update the effective time of the terminal trigger
message, wherein the trigger message effective-time up-
date message includes the time value of the timer T1 set
by the MME.
[0064] Step 507: After receiving the trigger message

effective-time update message from the MME, the MTC
IWF updates the effective time of the terminal trigger
message with the time value of the timer T1 set by the
MME. Meanwhile, the MTC IWF sends the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message to the MTC appli-
cation server to inform the MTC application server to up-
date the effective time of the terminal trigger message.
[0065] Step 508: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the MTC IWF, the
MTC application server updates the effective time of the
terminal trigger message with the time value of the timer
T1 set by the MME.

Embodiment 4

[0066] In the embodiment, the MTC IWF and the HLR
may store a terminal trigger message. Fig. 6 is a flowchart
of a method for controlling effective time of a terminal
trigger message according to Embodiment 4 of the
present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 6, the flow includes:

Step 601: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current service SGSN
of the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 602: When needing to acquire real-time data
from the terminal, the MTC application server sends
a trigger message to the MTC IWF. The trigger mes-
sage includes an identifier of the terminal, an iden-
tifier of an application, an address of the server, ef-
fective time of a trigger indication and the like (here,
the identifier of the terminal is an external identifier
used outside the network).

Step 603: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
HLR. The MTC IWF stores and resolves the trigger
message, reads the terminal identifier included in
the trigger message, looks up, from the mapping ta-
ble between the external identifier and the internal
identifier stored in the local database, an internal
identifier used in the network and corresponding to
the terminal identifier included in the trigger mes-
sage, and looks up, from the mapping table between
the internal identifier and the HLR stored in the da-
tabase, the HLR where the terminal is located ac-
cording to the internal identifier. After the HLR where
the terminal is located is found out, a new trigger
message is established, in which the external iden-
tifier of the terminal included in the original trigger
message is replaced by the internal identifier of the
terminal, and the new trigger message is sent to the
HLR via trigger request signalling.
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Step 604: When the terminal is registered to the net-
work, the HLR may store the current service SGSN
of the terminal. After receiving and storing the trigger
message, the HLR looks up the service SGSN of the
terminal from the locally stored information accord-
ing to the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, and sends the trigger message to the SG-
SN via insert subscriber data signalling.

Step 605: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the HLR, the SGSN reads the trigger
message included in the insert subscriber data sig-
nalling, sets a trigger timer T2 locally, and compares
the effective time value in the trigger message with
the current time value of the back-off timer. If the
effective time value is less than the current time value
of the back-off timer, then the SGSN sets the value
of the timer T2 locally according to the current time
value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer, and
meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

Specifically, the time value of the timer T2 may be
set to be slightly longer than the current time value
of the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer
than the current time value of the back-off timer.

Step 606: Since the terminal is under congestion
control, the SGSN may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger mes-
sage until the terminal has established an NAS con-
nection with the SGSN when the back-off timer ex-
pires.

The SGSN sends a trigger message effective-time
update message to the HLR via Mobile Application
Protocol (MAP) signalling on a reference point Gr (a
reference point between the SGSN and the HLR) to
inform the HLR to update the effective time of the
terminal trigger message, wherein the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message includes the
time value of the timer T2 set by the SGSN.

Step 607: After receiving the SCTP signalling from
the SGSN, the HLR reads the trigger message ef-
fective-time update message included in the SCTP
signalling, and updates the effective time of the ter-
minal trigger message with the time value of the timer
T2 set by the SGSN. Meanwhile, the HLR sends the
trigger message effective-time update message to
the MTC IWF to inform the MTC IWF to update the
effective time of the terminal trigger message.

Step 608: After receiving the trigger message effec-
tive-time update message from the HLR, the MTC
IWF updates the effective time of the terminal trigger
message with the time value of the timer T2 set by
the SGSN. Meanwhile, the MTC IWF sends the trig-
ger message effective-time update message to the

MTC application server to inform the MTC applica-
tion server to update the effective time of the terminal
trigger message.

Step 609: After receiving the trigger message effec-
tive-time update message from the MTC IWF, the
MTC application server updates the effective time of
the terminal trigger message with the time value of
the timer T2 set by the SGSN.

Embodiment 5

[0067] In the embodiment, the HLR may store a termi-
nal trigger message. Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a method for
controlling effective time of the terminal trigger message
according to Embodiment 5 of the present disclosure. As
shown in Fig. 7, the flow includes:

Step 701: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current service SGSN
of the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 702: When needing to acquire real-time data
from the terminal, the MTC application server sends
a trigger message to the MTC IWF. The trigger mes-
sage includes an identifier of the terminal, an iden-
tifier of an application, an address of the server, ef-
fective time of a trigger indication and the like (here,
the identifier of the terminal is an external identifier
used outside the network).

Step 703: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
HLR. The MTC IWF resolves the trigger message,
reads the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, looks up, from the mapping table between
the external identifier and the internal identifier
stored in the local database, an internal identifier
used in the network and corresponding to the termi-
nal identifier included in the trigger message, and
looks up, from the mapping table between the inter-
nal identifier and the HLR stored in the database,
the HLR where the terminal is located according to
the internal identifier. After the HLR where the ter-
minal is located is found out, a new trigger message
is established, in which the external identifier of the
terminal included in the original trigger message is
replaced by the internal identifier of the terminal, and
the new trigger message is sent to the HLR via trigger
request signalling.

Step 704: When the terminal is registered to the net-
work, the HLR may store the current service SGSN
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of the terminal. After receiving and storing the trigger
message, the HLR looks up the service SGSN of the
terminal from the locally stored information accord-
ing to the terminal identifier included in the trigger
message, and sends the trigger message to the SG-
SN via insert subscriber data signalling.

Step 705: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the HLR, the SGSN reads the trigger
message included in the insert subscriber data sig-
nalling, sets a trigger timer T2 locally, and compares
the effective time value in the trigger message with
the current time value of the back-off timer. If the
effective time value is less than the current time value
of the back-off timer, then the SGSN sets the value
of the timer T2 locally according to the current time
value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer, and
meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

[0068] Specifically, the time value of the timer T2 may
be set to be slightly longer than the current time value of
the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer than
the current time value of the back-off timer.
[0069] Step 706: Since the terminal is under conges-
tion control, the SGSN may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger message
until the terminal has established an NAS connection with
the SGSN when the back-off timer expires.
[0070] The SGSN sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the HLR via Mobile Application
Protocol (MAP) signalling on a reference point Gr (a ref-
erence point between the SGSN and the HLR) to inform
the HLR to update the effective time of the terminal trigger
message, wherein the trigger message effective-time up-
date message includes the time value of the timer T2 set
by the SGSN.
[0071] Step 707: After receiving the SCTP signalling
from the SGSN, the HLR reads the trigger message ef-
fective-time update message included in the SCTP sig-
nalling, and updates the effective time of the terminal
trigger message with the time value of the timer T2 set
by the SGSN. Meanwhile, the HLR sends the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message to the MTC appli-
cation server to inform the MTC application server to up-
date the effective time of the terminal trigger message.
[0072] It is should be noted that the HLR may send the
trigger message effective-time update message to the
MTC application server via the MTC IWF. However, here,
the MTC IWF does not update the effective time of the
terminal trigger message according to the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message, but only sends the
trigger message effective-time update message.
[0073] Step 708: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the HLR, the MTC
application server updates the effective time of the ter-
minal trigger message with the time value of the timer T2
set by the SGSN.

Embodiment 6

[0074] In the embodiment, the MTC IWF may store a
terminal trigger message. Fig. 8 is a flowchart of a method
for controlling effective time of a terminal trigger message
according to Embodiment 6 of the present disclosure. As
shown in Fig. 8, the flow includes:

Step 801: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current service SGSN
of the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 802: When needing to acquire real-time data
from the terminal, the MTC application server sends
a trigger message to the MTC IWF. The trigger mes-
sage includes an identifier of the terminal, an iden-
tifier of an application, an address of the server, ef-
fective time of a trigger indication and the like (here,
the identifier of the terminal is an external identifier
used outside the network).

Step 803: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
HLR. The MTC IWF stores and resolves the trigger
message, reads the terminal identifier included in
the trigger message, looks up, from the mapping ta-
ble between the external identifier and the internal
identifier stored in the local database, an internal
identifier used in the network and corresponding to
the terminal identifier included in the trigger mes-
sage, and looks up, from the mapping table between
the internal identifier and the HLR stored in the da-
tabase, the HLR where the terminal is located ac-
cording to the internal identifier. After the HLR where
the terminal is located is found out, a new trigger
message is established, in which the external iden-
tifier of the terminal included in the original trigger
message is replaced by the internal identifier of the
terminal, and the new trigger message is sent to the
HLR via trigger request signalling.

Step 804: When the terminal is registered to the net-
work, the HLR may store the current service SGSN
of the terminal. After receiving the trigger message,
the HLR looks up the service SGSN of the terminal
from the locally stored information according to the
terminal identifier included in the trigger message,
and sends the trigger message to the SGSN via in-
sert subscriber data signalling.

Step 805: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the HLR, the SGSN reads the trigger
message included in the insert subscriber data sig-
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nalling, sets a trigger timer T2 locally, and compares
the effective time value in the trigger message with
the current time value of the back-off timer. If the
effective time value is less than the current time value
of the back-off timer, then the SGSN sets the value
of the timer T2 locally according to the current time
value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer, and
meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

[0075] Specifically, the time value of the timer T2 may
be set to be slightly longer than the current time value of
the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer than
the current time value of the back-off timer.
[0076] Step 806: Since the terminal is under conges-
tion control, the SGSN may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger message
until the terminal has established an NAS connection with
the SGSN when the back-off timer expires.
[0077] The SGSN sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the MTC IWF to inform the MTC
IWF to update the effective time of the terminal trigger
message, wherein the trigger message effective-time up-
date message includes the time value of the timer T2 set
by the SGSN.
[0078] Step 807: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the SGSN, the MTC
IWF updates the effective time of the terminal trigger
message with the time value of the timer T2 set by the
SGSN. Meanwhile, the MTC IWF sends the trigger mes-
sage effective-time update message to the MTC appli-
cation server to inform the MTC application server to up-
date the effective time of the terminal trigger message.
[0079] Step 808: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the MTC IWF, the
MTC application server updates the effective time of the
terminal trigger message with the time value of the timer
T2 set by the SGSN.

Embodiment 7

[0080] In the embodiment, the MTC IWF may store a
terminal trigger message. Fig. 9 is a flowchart of a method
for controlling effective time of a terminal trigger message
according to Embodiment 7 of the present disclosure. As
shown in Fig. 9, the flow includes:

Step 901: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current serving MME
for the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 902: When needing to acquire real-time data
from the terminal, the MTC application server sends
a trigger message to the MTC IWF. The trigger mes-
sage includes an identifier of the terminal, an iden-
tifier of an application, an address of the server, ef-

fective time of a trigger indication and the like (here,
the identifier of the terminal is an external identifier
used outside the network).

Step 903: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
MME. The MTC IWF stores and resolves the trigger
message, reads the terminal identifier included in
the trigger message, looks up, from the mapping ta-
ble between the external identifier and the internal
identifier stored in the local database, an internal
identifier used in the network and corresponding to
the terminal identifier included in the trigger mes-
sage, and looks up, from the mapping table between
the internal identifier and the MME stored in the da-
tabase, the MME where the terminal is located ac-
cording to the internal identifier. After the MME where
the terminal is located is found out, a new trigger
message is established, in which the external iden-
tifier of the terminal included in the original trigger
message is replaced by the internal identifier of the
terminal, and the new trigger message is sent to the
MME via trigger request signalling.

Step 904: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the MTC IWF, the MME reads the
trigger message included in the insert subscriber da-
ta signalling, sets a trigger timer T1 locally, and com-
pares the effective time value in the trigger message
with the current time value of the back-off timer. If
the effective time value is less than the current time
value of the back-off timer, then the MME sets the
value of the timer T1 locally according to the current
time value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer,
and meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

[0081] Specifically, the time value of the timer T1 may
be set to be slightly longer than the current time value of
the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer than
the current time value of the back-off timer.
[0082] Step 905: Since the terminal is under conges-
tion control, the MME may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger message
until the terminal has established an NAS connection with
the MME when the back-off timer expires.
[0083] The MME sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the MTC IWF to inform the MTC
IWF to update the effective time of the terminal trigger
message, wherein the trigger message effective-time up-
date message includes the time value of the timer T1 set
by the MME.
[0084] Step 906: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the MME, the MTC
IWF updates the effective time of the terminal trigger
message with the time value of the timer T1 set by the
MME. Meanwhile, the MTC IWF sends the trigger mes-
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sage effective-time update message to the MTC appli-
cation server to inform the MTC application server to up-
date the effective time of the terminal trigger message.
[0085] Step 907: After receiving the trigger message
effective-time update message from the MTC IWF, the
MTC application server updates the effective time of the
terminal trigger message with the time value of the timer
T1 set by the MME.

Embodiment 8

[0086] In the embodiment, the MTC IWF may store a
terminal trigger message. Fig. 10 is a flowchart of a meth-
od for controlling effective time of a terminal trigger mes-
sage according to Embodiment 8 of the present disclo-
sure. As shown in Fig. 10, the flow includes:

Step 1001: After the terminal is powered on and at-
taches to the network, when a signalling connection
between the terminal and the current service SGSN
of the terminal has been released or interrupted, the
terminal enters an idle state from a connection state,
and the network turns on a mobile reachable timer.

Step 1002: When needing to acquire real-time data
from the terminal, the MTC application server sends
a trigger message to the MTC IWF. The trigger mes-
sage includes an identifier of the terminal, an iden-
tifier of an application, an address of the server, ef-
fective time of a trigger indication and the like (here,
the identifier of the terminal is an external identifier
used outside the network).

Step 1003: A local database of the MTC IWF stores
a one-to-one mapping table between an external
identifier and an internal identifier and a more-to-one
mapping table between the internal identifier and the
SGSN. The MTC iWF stores and resolves the trigger
message, reads the terminal identifier included in
the trigger message, looks up, from the mapping ta-
ble between the external identifier and the internal
identifier stored in the local database, an internal
identifier used in the network and corresponding to
the terminal identifier included in the trigger mes-
sage, and looks up, from the mapping table between
the internal identifier and the SGSN stored in the
database, the SGSN where the terminal is located
according to the internal identifier. After the SGSN
where the terminal is located is found out, a new
trigger message is established, in which the external
identifier of the terminal included in the original trig-
ger message is replaced by the internal identifier of
the terminal, and the new trigger message is sent to
the SGSN via trigger request signalling.

Step 1004: After receiving the insert subscriber data
signalling from the MTC IWF, the SGSN reads the
trigger message included in the insert subscriber da-

ta signalling, sets a trigger timer T2 locally, and com-
pares the effective time value in the trigger message
with the current time value of the back-off timer. If
the effective time value is less than the current time
value of the back-off timer, then the SGSN sets the
value of the timer T2 locally according to the current
time value of the back-off timer, starts up the timer,
and meanwhile stores the terminal trigger message.

Specifically, the time value of the timer T2 may be
set to be slightly longer than the current time value
of the back-off timer, for example, 4 minutes longer
than the current time value of the back-off timer.

Step 1005: Since the terminal is under congestion
control, the SGSN may not send the trigger message
immediately, but waits and sends the trigger mes-
sage until the terminal has established an NAS con-
nection with the SGSN when the back-off timer ex-
pires.

[0087] The SGSN sends a trigger message effective-
time update message to the MTC IWF to inform the MTC
IWF to update the effective time of the terminal trigger
message, wherein the trigger message effective-time up-
date message includes the time value of the timer T2 set
by the SGSN.
[0088] Step 1006: After the MTC IWF receives the trig-
ger message effective-time update message from the
SGSN, the MTC IWF updates the effective time of the
terminal trigger message with the time value of the timer
T2 set by the SGSN. Meanwhile, the MTC IWF sends
the trigger message effective-time update message to
the MTC application server to inform the MTC application
server to update the effective time of the terminal trigger
message.
[0089] Step 1007: After the MTC application server re-
ceives the trigger message effective-time update mes-
sage from the MTC IWF, the MTC application server up-
dates the effective time of the terminal trigger message
with the time value of the timer T2 set by the SGSN.
[0090] The above are only the preferable embodi-
ments of the present disclosure, and are not intended to
limit the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for controlling effective time of a terminal
trigger message, comprising:

receiving, by a mobility management unit, a ter-
minal trigger message from a Machine Type
Communication (MTC) application server;
in a scenario of congestion control, determining,
by the mobility management unit, that a time val-
ue of a back-off timer is longer than a time value
of an effective timer related to the terminal trig-
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ger message, and reconfiguring the time value
for the effective timer related to the terminal trig-
ger message.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
after the mobility management unit reconfigures the
time value for the effective timer related to the ter-
minal trigger message,
informing, by the mobility management unit, a rele-
vant network element to update the time value of the
effective timer related to the terminal trigger mes-
sage.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
after the mobility management unit receives the ter-
minal trigger message from the MTC application
server,
storing, by the mobility management unit, the termi-
nal trigger message.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the recon-
figuring, by the mobility management unit, the time
value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message comprises: reconfiguring the time
value for the effective timer related to the terminal
trigger message such that the reconfigured time val-
ue of the effective timer related to the trigger mes-
sage is not less than the time value of the back-off
timer.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein the mobility management unit is a Mobility
Management Entity (MME) or a Serving General
Packet Radio Service Support Node (SGSN).

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein the rele-
vant network element comprises one or more of the
followings: a home subscriber information unit and
an MTC Inter Working Function entity (MTC IWF).

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the home
subscriber information unit is a Home Subscriber
Server (HSS) or a Home Location Register (HLR).

8. A system for controlling effective time of a terminal
trigger message, comprising:

a receiving unit, a determining unit and a con-
figuring unit; wherein
the receiving unit is configured to receive a ter-
minal trigger message from a Machine Type
Communication (MTC) application server;
the determining unit is configured to, in a sce-
nario of congestion control, determine whether
a time value of a back-off timer is longer than a
time value of an effective timer related to the
terminal trigger message which is received by
the receiving unit; and

the configuring unit is configured to, when the
determining unit determines that the time value
of the back-off timer is longer than the time value
of the effective timer related to the terminal trig-
ger message, reconfigure the time value for the
effective timer related to the terminal trigger
message.

9. The system according to claim 8, further comprising
an informing unit configured to, after the configuring
unit reconfigures the time value of the effective timer
related to the terminal trigger message, inform a rel-
evant network to update the time value of the effec-
tive timer related to the terminal trigger message.

10. The system according to claim 8, further comprising
a storing unit configured to store the terminal trigger
message after the receiving unit receives the termi-
nal trigger message from the MTC application serv-
er.

11. The system according to claim 8, wherein the con-
figuring unit is configured to reconfigure the time val-
ue for the effective timer related to the terminal trigger
message such that the reconfigured time value of
the effective timer related to the trigger message is
not less than the time value of the back-off timer.

12. The system according to any one of claims 8 to 11,
wherein the mobility management unit is a Mobility
Management Entity (MME) or a Serving General
Packet Radio Service Support Node (SGSN).

13. The system according to claim 9, wherein the rele-
vant network element comprises one or more of the
followings: a home subscriber information unit and
an MTC Inter Working Function entity (MTC IWF).

14. The system according to claim 13, wherein the home
subscriber information unit is a Home Subscriber
Server (HSS) or a Home Location Register (HLR).
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